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How is human activity and carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere changing our 
oceans?   

Primary: (Ages 9-11) Science 

In this unit, students engage in investigations, model-making and texts to make 
sense of the causes and effects of increased acidity in the ocean. Students consider 
the implications of chemical reactions for animals that need calcium in the salt water 
of the ocean to form shells to protect themselves and survive. Students generate 
and review ideas for mitigating carbon dioxide in the oceans.  

Time allocation About 10-11 lesson periods 

Subject content Calcium cycle, carbon dioxide, ecosystems, microorganisms, acids and 
bases  

Creativity and 
critical thinking  

This unit has a creativity and critical thinking focus: 

● Question assumptions, use evidence and synthesise information to 
make sense of the problem of ocean acidification and create 
models.  

● Generate and evaluate solutions to mitigate acidification of the 
ocean. 

Other skills Collaboration, Communication 

Key words Carbon cycle, acidification, ecosystem, carbon dioxide, climate 

Products and processes to assess: Student solutions for mitigating the effects of increased 

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere should draw on data, information and evidence collected 

throughout the unit, as well as creativity as an element to be assessed. At the highest levels, 

the student work will be imaginative and students will show willingness to examine carefully 

a wide range of ideas. They will demonstrate a clear awareness of areas of personal novelty 

and of why final choices were made.                  

https://sites.google.com/view/pblsci/home


 

 

 

This plan suggests potential steps for implementing the activity. Teachers can introduce as many modifications as they see fit to adapt the activity to their teaching context. 

Step Duration Teacher and student roles Subject content  Creativity Critical thinking 

1 Lesson 
period 1 
 

How does human activity and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere change 
the oceans?  
 
Students view photos of oceans in different parts of the world. If there is an 
ocean nearby, they find and view personal photos of it. Students discuss 
and compare experiences they have had with oceans. 
 
Teacher shows images of sea creatures that use calcium to build shells and 
can't build shells properly. They record what students notice in the photos, 
share thoughts, and wonderings, and gather evidence from students’ 
experiences.  
 
Students view additional images of animals with shells and gather ideas 
about what might be necessary for the animals to form their shells (with 
the teacher bringing up calcium if it isn’t raised by students). If appropriate 
to student level, teacher hands out, talks through, and checks 
understanding of a diagram of the calcium cycle (students keep this in their 
notebooks as a reference point throughout the unit).   
 

Teacher introduces the Driving Question (DQ) for the unit, which is placed 
in a central location: How does human activity and carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere, change the oceans? Students free-write about whether 
human activity might be causing the oceans to change and what activities 
might contribute to this.  
 
Teacher asks a few students to share ideas and encourages the class to 
notice any different perspectives that come up. Teacher explains that 
differences in views can arise even between scientists especially if they do 
different kinds of studies or have different areas of expertise, so it is 
important to be able to evaluate the strengths and limitations of evidence 
according to multiple criteria. 
 

The calcium cycle. 
 
Calcium and 
seawater. 
 
The role of calcium in 
shell formation. 
 
How human activity 
affects oceans. 

Inquiring: 
Observe and 
describe relevant 
experiences, 
make 
connections 
between photos 
of sea creatures 
and information 
about changes in 
the ocean 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Imagining: 
generate 
questions that 
are novel to the 
student. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Imagining: Consider 
different 
perspectives on 
what activities 
contribute to 
changing oceans.  
 
Inquiring: Identify 
assumptions and 
gaps in knowledge.  

     

 

  Teaching and Learning plan 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Flive.staticflickr.com%2F2758%2F4147577833_5d55dd7ff5_c.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.flickr.com%2Fphotos%2Fusoceangov%2F4147577833&tbnid=NuJR0Sgu0-Gd_M&vet=12ahUKEwir4tDGyN71AhXfgWoFHVLWDBQQMygOegUIARCbAQ..i&docid=wc9hexGB2s9q-M&w=700&h=768&q=ocean%20acidification&hl=en&ved=2ahUKEwir4tDGyN71AhXfgWoFHVLWDBQQMygOegUIARCbAQ
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Flive.staticflickr.com%2F2758%2F4147577833_5d55dd7ff5_c.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.flickr.com%2Fphotos%2Fusoceangov%2F4147577833&tbnid=NuJR0Sgu0-Gd_M&vet=12ahUKEwir4tDGyN71AhXfgWoFHVLWDBQQMygOegUIARCbAQ..i&docid=wc9hexGB2s9q-M&w=700&h=768&q=ocean%20acidification&hl=en&ved=2ahUKEwir4tDGyN71AhXfgWoFHVLWDBQQMygOegUIARCbAQ


 

 

Students turn and talk, and in small groups record and categorise all 
previously shared ideas, experiences and questions, and add all of these to 
the driving question board. The teacher challenges students to pose some 
really difficult and unusual questions, including about things they think they 
already know or have been told by others.  

2 Lesson 
period 2 
and 3 

Can there be carbon dioxide in liquids? 
Teacher begins by locating a student’s free-write, experience, idea, or 
question from step 1 that has to do with climate change. Students discuss 
the ideas and teacher links this to carbon dioxide, explaining what it is (a 
chemical compound usually in the form of a gas), and its role in the 
atmosphere (necessary for life on earth and for plants to make food, traps 
energy from the sun, so warming up the Earth etc.), as appropriate to the 
context and student level.  
 
Teacher presents and explains evidence that increased carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere might be causing changes in natural ecologies such as in the 
ocean. They emphasise any different perspectives on the topic (e.g. about 
local effects, effects in shallow water in coastal regions etc.) and point out 
that different views might make different assumptions, giving an example of 
what they mean by an assumption (e.g. that conditions/effects are similar in 
different locations) They remind students that critical thinking includes 
identifying and questioning assumptions that might not be immediately 
obvious. They ask the students to keep looking out for assumptions and to 
suggest any they think they have already heard. 
 
Teacher tells students that they are going to get to drink a soft drink (i.e., 
pop, soda) in class to help them understand what is happening to the oceans. 
 
Teacher distributes small cups of flat soda and makes a big deal about what a 
treat it is (pretending they don’t know it is flat). When students drink and 
protest, teacher continues to pretend they think it is fine, and presses 
students for details about what it is they taste, and how they know it’s flat. 
When they use words such as missing bubbles, sharp taste, or not bitter, 
teacher presses them to agree on the description. 
 
Teacher distributes a soda that is not flat, and pursues more descriptions of 
the difference between the two beverages. They explain that one of the 
drinks has carbon dioxide in it, which makes it an acid. (Note: carbon dioxide 

Carbon dioxide. 
 
Comparing and 
contrasting liquids. 
 
Understanding that 
carbon dioxide can 
make a solution 
acidic. 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Inquiring: Identify 
and question 
assumptions in 
different 
perspectives on  
changes to the 
ocean.  



 

 

is released as a gas when the soda can is depressurized.) They ask for ideas 
about what acid means.  
 
Teacher tells students to make a prediction about which cup, the flat soda or 
the not-flat soda, has more carbon dioxide in it and which is more acidic. 
Students work together to write and draw their predictions and their 
reasoning about the difference between the two liquids, with the teacher 
correcting any misconceptions as they arise.  

3 Lesson 
periods 4 
and 5 
 

Which substances have higher acidity levels?  
Teacher shows students all the following liquids, and describes each one with 
the students helping to provide characteristics: 
Cola, water from the tap, purified water, orange juice, lemon juice, milk, 
vinegar, and soapy water (non toxic), baking soda mixed with water, and 
vegetable oil. Students use a toothpick to taste each one as it is discussed. 
Students then organise liquids in order of highest acidity level. (Note: lower 
PH = higher acidity.) 
 
Students note any questions for the DQ board. Next, teacher distributes PH 
Test strips and students test the PH level of each liquid. (Note: Red cabbage 
blended with hot water can be used if there are no test strips available). 
Students check back about whether their initial assumptions about the 
liquids have been confirmed or not and the teacher provides further 
information about the characteristics of acids and responds to any questions, 
as needed. 
 
Teacher asks students to think about the substances that are high in acidity 
level (low PH). If the ocean were becoming higher in acidity, how might it 
affect the animals, plants and surfaces? Students free write and draw in 
science notebooks. They come up with as many possibilities as they can for 
different effects of high acidity on animals, plants, and surfaces and discuss 
how serious these could be, and what criteria they could use to decide 
together how serious they are. Teacher points out any uncertainties or 
assumptions in student reasoning and encourages them to start identifying 
these themselves and consider how they could be investigated. Students 
note and discuss any differences in perspectives (e.g. about seriousness of 
effects or criteria) during the discussion and consider whether there might 
be additional possible perspectives on the problem that have not yet been 
discussed. 
 

 
Characteristics and 
effects of acids. 
 
Using the PH scale. 
 
Investigations with 
familiar acids and 
bases. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Imagining: 
Explore, seek, 
generate ideas, 
effects, and 
implications that 
are novel to the 
student. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Inquiring: Identify 
and question 
assumptions about 
substances and 
effects of acidity on 
animals. 
 
Imagining: 
Considering 
different 
perspectives on the 
effects of high 
acidity.  

https://edu.rsc.org/experiments/making-a-ph-indicator-using-red-cabbage/422.article


 

 

The class returns to the questions on the Driving Question Board to see if any 
of the students' questions have been answered, and add new ideas and new 
questions under appropriate categories. 
 

4 Lesson 
period 6, 7 

Does water absorb CO2 and become more acidic?  
Teacher asks students to consider oceans and other bodies of water. Could 
they be absorbing Carbon Dioxide? Students share their thinking, using what 
they know to make predictions about the answer. As students talk, the 
teacher sketches what they are saying to make ideas visible and explains any 
terms and processes that come up (e.g. absorption).  
 
Teacher asks students how they could investigate this question, prompting 
them with information, questions, and reasoning if they become stuck. They 
need a closed system (i.e., a container with a sealed lid on it), water in the 
container; they need to know its PH Level before adding CO2. Next, the 
system needs to have CO2 added. (This can be accomplished by adding dry 
ice to the system (solid CO2) or opening four cans of soda and allowing the 
CO2 to escape into the closed system). They then need another closed 
system that is identical to the one with added CO2, but which does not have 
added CO2 to be the control system. Teacher asks students to explain the 
rationale for these requirements, clarifying where necessary. 
 
The two systems are left under investigation for four days. The teacher asks 
students to make a plan for when and how to test the PH levels of the water 
in the closed systems.  
 
Students write down a prediction about the results, draw a model or models 
that explain their prediction and share thoughts with the class, with the 
teacher leading the class in discussing the strengths and limits of the models.  
 
After four days, students test the PH levels of the water in the systems with 
and without added CO2: Water does absorb CO2 and become more acidic.  
Students revise their models and their predictions to match the results of the 
investigation and discuss what they have learned and any remaining 
uncertainties. (Alternative: have one system that includes added heat.) 

 
Water absorbing 
carbon dioxide. 
 
How air and water 
influence one 
another. 
 
Planning an 
investigation of 
changes in acidity 
levels.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Doing: Designing 
investigations in a 
personally novel 
way 
with non-
traditional 
materials.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Doing: Take a 
position by making 
a prediction and 
explaining strengths 
and limitations of 
predictions and 
models for how 
water acidity will 
change. 

5 Lesson 
period 8 

What are the implications of rising levels of CO2 in the atmosphere for the 
oceans? 
Students work in groups to develop models of the oceans over time 
assuming that carbon dioxide in the air has become more concentrated due 

 
 
Creating and revising 
scientific models. 

 
 
Doing: Produce 
meaningful 

 
 
Inquiring: 
Identifying 



 

 

to human activity. If time allows, students make more than one model and 
so consider more than one possibility for how change in oceans may occur 
and can be modelled. If students become stuck, they can be shown examples 
(see resources below). They reflect on what each model assumes to be true 
and why it might be useful to consider more than one model.  
 
After students have created, shared and discussed their models, the teacher 
reminds students that plants in the ocean and other organisms have always 
used CO2 in photosynthesis and have created oxygen as a by-product.  
 
Students read the text, and watch a video from the NOAA Research News in 
the United States.  
 
Teacher leads a discussion that synthesises the information in the text and 
video. They ask students to imagine and describe this process on a grand 
scale, over most of the planet. Students return to the models created in this 
step, and revise as needed to reflect this larger perspective. Students justify 
why the revisions are needed. 
 
The class  then returns to the questions on the DQB, offering more questions 
and discussing which have been resolved and how and where there are 
remaining uncertainties 
 

 
The role of CO2 in 
photosynthesis. 
 
The implications of 
rising levels of CO2 in 
the atmosphere for 
the ocean.  

models of how 
oceans may 
change over time, 
in a way that is 
personally novel 
to the student. 
  

assumptions and 
considering 
different 
perspectives on 
how to model 
oceanic change. 

6 Lesson 
period 9 

The class starts by returning to the images of the sea creatures that use 
calcium to build shells and can't build shells properly. The teacher records 
what students remember and notice in the photos, re-share wonderings, 
reflections, and questions from earlier lesson periods.  
 
The teacher asks students about experiences they’ve had where they were 
trying to build something but didn’t have the right pieces and reminds them 
of the driving question of the unit. 
 
The teacher explains to students that H2O (water) and CO2 combine to form 
H2CO3 (carbonic acid). Acids release H+ ions which interact with and bind up 
calcium and other metals. That means that calcium is less available for 
animals that need calcium to form shells. 
 
Students discuss briefly in small groups how this might affect sea organisms 
that use calcium to build skeletons or shells.  The teacher works with the 

 
Formation of 
carbonic acid. 
 
Hydrogen ions. 
 
Interactions between 
acids, calcium, and 
other metals and the 
impact of this on sea 
creatures. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Doing: Designing 
models using 
non-traditional 
materials and 
modalities 
(students model 

 
Reflecting: Reflect 
on scientific 
processes relative 
to alternatives.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1-4gGTk3OM&ab_channel=StudiodeMaan
https://research.noaa.gov/News/ArtMID/451/ArticleID/2705/Acidification-impedes-shell-development-of-plankton-off-the-US-West-Coast
https://research.noaa.gov/News/ArtMID/451/ArticleID/2705/Acidification-impedes-shell-development-of-plankton-off-the-US-West-Coast
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Flive.staticflickr.com%2F2758%2F4147577833_5d55dd7ff5_c.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.flickr.com%2Fphotos%2Fusoceangov%2F4147577833&tbnid=NuJR0Sgu0-Gd_M&vet=12ahUKEwir4tDGyN71AhXfgWoFHVLWDBQQMygOegUIARCbAQ..i&docid=wc9hexGB2s9q-M&w=700&h=768&q=ocean%20acidification&hl=en&ved=2ahUKEwir4tDGyN71AhXfgWoFHVLWDBQQMygOegUIARCbAQ
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Flive.staticflickr.com%2F2758%2F4147577833_5d55dd7ff5_c.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.flickr.com%2Fphotos%2Fusoceangov%2F4147577833&tbnid=NuJR0Sgu0-Gd_M&vet=12ahUKEwir4tDGyN71AhXfgWoFHVLWDBQQMygOegUIARCbAQ..i&docid=wc9hexGB2s9q-M&w=700&h=768&q=ocean%20acidification&hl=en&ved=2ahUKEwir4tDGyN71AhXfgWoFHVLWDBQQMygOegUIARCbAQ


 

 

class (asking for their suggestions and ideas) to draw a sketch or model of 
how this effect of H+ ions could impact organisms that need available 
calcium to form shells.  
 
In small groups students then model, draw, or act out the sea creatures 
trying to build/maintain their shells while the acids steal the calcium they 

need. 
 
They reflect on their models, drawings or skits and notice and record where 
they might fall short and write down questions. If time allows, they can start 
work on a second idea for representing this process so they can discuss 
differences between the two. The class adds new questions to the DQB and 
check to see if questions on the board have been answered.  
 

their 
understanding of 
how the chemical 
changes in the 
ocean might 
cause animals to 
have less access 
to material they 
need). 

7 Lesson 
period 10 
and 11 
(this could 
extend into 
a 12th 
lesson 
period) 

The class discusses solutions (ways to mitigate or adapt to) the effects of 
climate change/ocean acidification. The teacher leads them in generating a 
list of as many ideas for this as possible, no matter how “out there”.  
 
The class and teacher do a close reading of some solutions based on 
geoengineering, asking questions and offering explanations about the 
technical details of each as needed.  
 
A second class discussion, then reviews an “out there” solution to saving 
coral reefs (the teacher leads this process, asking questions about the 
strengths and limitations of this idea and providing suggestions as needed to 
prompt students to consider evidence, feasibility and other criteria).  
 
Students work in groups to come up with their own ideas for mitigating 
carbon dioxide, global warming, or the harm done to coral reefs and 
creatures in the ocean.  They share initial thinking with another group or the 
whole class and defend their ideas with information and evidence collected 
in the unit. The teacher supports them by making suggestions for areas of 
difficulty and groups receive feedback from both teacher and peers. 
 
The teacher asks the groups of students to reflect on the different 
perspectives they’ve heard on their ideas, consider what is novel about the 
ideas they’ve suggested and heard and where there is remaining uncertainty. 
What criteria could they use to select a final idea to present? 

 
Methods of 
mitigating carbon 
dioxide, and the 
evidence that 
supports them. 

 
Imagining: 
Generate, 
stretch, and play 
with unusual and 
radical ideas for 
solutions. 
 
Reflecting: 
Reflect on steps 
taken to solve the 
scientific problem 
and the novelty 
of suggested 
solutions. 
 
Doing: 
Design and 
defend personally 
novel solutions. 

 
Doing:  
Supporting and 
questioning claims 
and solutions with 
evidence and 
according to 
different criteria. 
 
Reflecting: 
on solutions to 
mitigate carbon 
dioxide relative to 
possible 
alternatives. 

https://www.dezeen.com/2018/10/18/five-geoengineering-solutions-climate-change-un-ipcc-technology/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02nxBi2JWZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02nxBi2JWZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02nxBi2JWZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02nxBi2JWZI


 

 

After discussing their responses to these questions, the group selects a 
preferred solution, and each group creates a drawing, play or short video 
(the format can be decided by the teacher or by the students themselves, 
depending on teacher preference) of how the solution could be 
implemented and its possible implications.        
 
Each group then presents and defends their thinking to another small group, 
being sure also to highlight any limitations or barriers to their models.   
 
The class returns to the driving question board to respond to any remaining 
questions. 



 

 

 

Web and print  

⮚ Animals have trouble building shells (Original source: New Study Leads to Better Understanding of 
Ocean Acidification) 

⮚ Geoengineering  

⮚ NOAA Research News in the United States.  

⮚ Oceans 101 | National Geographic 

⮚ An “out there” solution to saving coral reefs.  

⮚ World Oceans Day - Ocean Acidification 

⮚ See the Beautiful and Endangered Red Coral of the Mediterranean | National Geographic 

Other 

⮚ Litmus strips (Can use Red Cabbage) 

⮚ baking soda, soap, vinegar, lemon juice,  

⮚ Cola, flat cola, water from the tap, purified water, orange juice, lemon juice, milk, vinegar, and 
soapy water (non toxic), baking soda mixed with water, and vegetable oil.  

⮚ Toothpick to taste 

⮚ Containers with a seal 

⮚ Mixing containers 

Opportunities to adapt, extend, and enrich 

⮚ Students could investigate the effects of (weak) acids on other materials over time, such as salt 

water and vinegar on pennies 

⮚ Oral microbiome (author: Steve Gschmeissnert), 

⮚ Alternative to step 4: Include one closed system model that includes added heat 

     

 

  Resources 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Flive.staticflickr.com%2F2758%2F4147577833_5d55dd7ff5_c.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.flickr.com%2Fphotos%2Fusoceangov%2F4147577833&tbnid=NuJR0Sgu0-Gd_M&vet=12ahUKEwir4tDGyN71AhXfgWoFHVLWDBQQMygOegUIARCbAQ..i&docid=wc9hexGB2s9q-M&w=700&h=768&q=ocean%20acidification&hl=en&ved=2ahUKEwir4tDGyN71AhXfgWoFHVLWDBQQMygOegUIARCbAQ
http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/news/weeklynews/dec08/acidification.html
http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/news/weeklynews/dec08/acidification.html
https://medium.com/illumination-curated/3-promising-geoengineering-solutions-for-climate-change-6fea3c14a245
https://research.noaa.gov/News/ArtMID/451/ArticleID/2705/Acidification-impedes-shell-development-of-plankton-off-the-US-West-Coast
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfWyzrkFkg8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02nxBi2JWZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pw0phjeptF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaECB23smAs
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fupload.wikimedia.org%2Fwikipedia%2Fcommons%2Fc%2Fcf%2FC0293233-Oral_bacteria.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fcommons.wikimedia.org%2Fwiki%2FFile%3AC0293233-Oral_bacteria.jpg&tbnid=2ZiPRGX8zUf_ZM&vet=12ahUKEwiP5OOdi7f1AhUXUM0KHV0fDp4QMygAegQIARAc..i&docid=yJjU86na8wtHuM&w=800&h=687&itg=1&q=oral%20microbiome%20google%20images&hl=en&ved=2ahUKEwiP5OOdi7f1AhUXUM0KHV0fDp4QMygAegQIARAc


 

 

  

 

 
CREATIVITY  

Coming up with new ideas  
and solutions 

 

 
 

Steps 

 
CRITICAL THINKING  

Questioning and evaluating ideas and 
solutions 

 

 
 

Steps 

INQUIRING 

 
Make connections to other scientific 
concepts or conceptual ideas in other 
disciplines  

 
 

1 

 
Identify and question assumptions and 
generally accepted ideas of a scientific 
explanation or approach to a problem  

 
1, 3, 5 

IMAGINING 

 
Generate and play with unusual and radical 
ideas when approaching or solving a 
scientific problem 

  
1, 2, 3, 

7 
 

 
Consider several perspectives on a scientific 
problem 
 

1, 2, 3 

DOING 

 
 

Pose and propose how to solve a scientific 
problem in a personally novel way 

 
 

4, 5, 6, 
7 

 
Explain both strengths and limitations of a 
scientific solution based on logical and possibly 
other criteria (practical, ethical, etc.) 

 
 

4, 7 

REFLECTING 

 
Reflect on steps taken to pose and solve a 
scientific problem 

 
7 

 
Reflect on the chosen scientific approach or 
solution relative to possible alternatives 6, 7 

 

    
 

 

Mapping of the different steps of the lesson plan against the OECD rubric to identify the creativity and/or 
critical thinking skills the different parts of the lesson aim to develop 

 
Creativity and critical thinking 

rubric for science 


